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A turn
toward better
ergonomics
Creativity and collaboration play
important roles in resolving complex
problems. That premise held true
recently when a continuous improvement
team at Daman called in an unusual
group of experts to resolve an ergonomic
and occupational health issue.
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O

ne was too many. That’s the way Daman

During the initial evaluation, the group of outside

looked at its safety records for repetitive

consultants considered ways to better position workers

motion injuries (RMI). The company had

as they applied necessary force and strength to the task.

five recordable incidents in 2010 – low by

But everyone kept looking for a more proactive solution.

industry standards, but too many for Daman.

"We wanted to completely eliminate the need for some-

More important, five significant RMIs had occurred in

one to manually operate the vises," Neil Henderson, continu-

the past five years.

ous improvement manager, explained.

Something had to give.
In keeping with its continuous improvement culture, a

Value beyond ROI
With a little creativity and a clear understanding of the

team of employees from every facet of the company, includ-

goal, Daman’s continuous improvement team adapted an

ing production, maintenance, administration and engineering,

angled nut runner to automatically torque the vises. The tool

coalesced to understand the prob-

costs significantly more than conventional vice handles, but

lem and find a solution that would

the payback has proved invaluable.

Repetitive strain injuries are
the nation's most common
and costly occupational
health problem, according
to the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration.
Reported injuries are caused
by work activities performed
in awkward postures,
with high forces, or using
repetitive motion. Hundreds
of thousands of American
workers report injuries each
year, which cost companies
more than $20 billion a year in
workers compensation.

eliminate the injuries.
“The health and safety of our

"We can't begin to measure the positive responses from
our employees," Henderson said.

employees is critical to our suc-

Beyond relief to muscles and joints, operators also know

cess,” Krysten Shoulders, director

the tool gives them better control over their machining set-

of Human Resources, explained.

up. They can adjust the torque to fit each part and maintain

“We needed to identify conditions

consistent torque and tension. Over time, Henderson also

that triggered these injuries and find

expects to see a savings in maintenance of vises.

a way to improve the way our people conducted their everyday tasks.”

"Everyone looks forward to the day when the vise handle
becomes extinct at Daman," he said.

Search for a solution
The team needed more information to evaluate the issue. So
they brought in safety and ergonomics consultants, insurance
representatives and medical doc-

tors to help study production processes. Everyone agreed that
much of the problem stemmed from manually tightening and
loosening vises that are a part of every horizontal machining
center on the shop floor. At current production capacity, operators at each machine were using sheer strength to torque
and release vises more than 100 times a day.
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L

Partnerships in tandem
ike any manufacturer, Daman’s
success depends in part on the

Collaborations define partnership
Cutting Tools Inc. also has cultivated a similar

strength of its customer-supplier

level of trust with Daman’s production teams. The

relationships. Materials and tools

industrial tool supplier works with cell team leaders

from suppliers need to arrive on

who depend on the close relationship to maintain

time and as ordered to keep Daman’s production

tool inventories so production schedules remain

schedules running efficiently.

uninterrupted. As tool bins deplete, production

Daman has cultivated close relationships with its

operators simply scan bar codes to generate

key suppliers that help the company stay nimble and

purchase orders. Cutting Tools, located nearby in
South Bend, Ind., responds to

responsive to its customers’ demands.
Adding value through partnerships
Machine operators control most of the

the order with quick, accurate

mutual trust, openness, shared risk

purchasing processes between Daman and

processing and delivery.

and shared rewards.

purchasing functions, production operators

These successful partnerships demand

"We ask our primary suppliers to
process orders quickly and guarantee

its primary suppliers. By bypassing traditional
initiate orders for needed materials and tools,
eliminating waste and redundancy.

Bin

delivery within 24 hours,” Mike Linsky,
purchasing manager, explained. “That
calls for a high level of cooperation
and trust on both sides.”

With its primary metals supplier,

Signal to
Supplier

the manufacturing process by:
and accounts payable
added tasks from process
• Eliminating errors in deliveries
of materials and tools

aluminum to Daman. Today, Alro Steel

• Ensuring delivery of critical

Corporation delivers raw materials

• Reducing freight expenses,

system eliminated errors caused by
dual entry of work orders.

Cutting Tools supplies 95
percent of the tools Daman

The streamlined process improves

• Reducing touch points and non-value

from Daman. And the automated

order, which allows us to keep
our production on schedule.”

method that allowed the supplier to

within 24 hours of receiving orders
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Scan
Tool Info

• Simplifying order placement

of processing and delivering tons of

five years,” Linsky explained. “And
Cutting Tools guarantees delivery

Daman adopted an electronic delivery
enhance the speed and efficiency

order errors with Cutting Tools in

within 24 hours of receiving the

Tool
Delivered
within
24 Hours

Continually improving
the relationship

“We’ve had fewer than five

supplies within 24 hours of order
packaging costs and waste disposal
Most important, the process ensures
customers receive on-time delivery of
the right parts.

needs

for

new

machines,

according to Linsky. This year,
those purchases have added
up to more than $450,000
as Daman has broadened its
production capacity.
Both customer and supplier
know that the relationship will
continue to evolve. It’s only
natural in an environment of
continuous improvement.

F

Move to paperless
our decades of accumulating paper-

Meyers and fellow intern Keith Smith retrieved each docu-

work and documentation adds up over

ment, unstapled and organized the contents, sorted items into

time. And when a customer calls with

groups, scanned the pages, named the documents and elec-

a question or problem, finding that one

tronically stored them, Meyers said.

piece of information in the miles of

“We wanted to make sure everyone can find the right in-

folders and files can prove frustrating, even elusive.

formation in the right place right when they need it,” she said.

In today’s on-demand, information-now environment,

Easy information access
With Daman’s engineering documents housed on its

electronic information storage has become critical. That’s
why Daman embarked on a massive process this summer
to convert its paper files to electronic storage.
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ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS

server, labor costs decrease substantially.
“Now that we can access documents more quickly than

“We wanted to improve the way we respond to cus-

paper ones,” Giloth said, “we can respond to

tomer calls,” Matt Giloth, manager of Distributor Services,

our customers almost instantly. And we can

Manual labor

said. “With everything filed electronically, now anyone at

easily share information internally from any-

It’s time-consuming to find the right piece of

Daman can access information with just a couple of clicks

where at any time.”

paper, according to a PricewaterhouseCoopers

on the computer.”

Giloth recognizes that Daman will probably

study of average labor costs.

No more need to place customers on hold during a pa-

never be totally free of paper. But he looks for-

• $20 to file a paper document

per search. No more need to call back with information.

ward to this fall when that last piece of paper

• $120 to search for a misfiled document

Complete files now reside in electronic folders, stored on

comes out of the engineering storage files and

• $220 to re-create a document

the company’s virtual server that anyone at Daman can ac-

goes into Daman’s electronic storage system.

cess at any time from anywhere.
Time to change
Giloth calculated that the conversion process would
take more than 600 labor hours to turn close to 100,000
pieces of paper into electronic files. No one at Daman
had that kind of time available. So he turned to Human
Resources for help to find college interns who could focus entirely on the project.
“We could get through about 100 to 120 files a week,”
explained Brittany Meyers, an intern who is pursuing her
bachelor’s degree in retail merchandise management
through online classes at the International Academy of
Design and Technology.
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Journey toward continuous improvement

C

onventional business wisdom calls

Through collaboration with “Hydraulics & Pneumatics,”

for a research and development

the primary trade publication in the hydraulics industry,

department that will guide a busi-

Daman introduced its white paper through H&P’s online

ness toward future success. Not at

eBooks section. The company also provided a free down-

Daman. Here, it’s a continuous in-

load of the white paper in PDF format through its website,

novation journey.
Daman has based its R&D model on intense
interpersonal development and an en-

A mix of traditional and new media
“In the past, we would’ve printed 6,000 copies to

gagement of its leaders through new

mail to a distribution list,” Steve Sult, advertising and

accountabilities and responsibilities.

marketing consultant, said. “Online delivery opens up

It’s using a disciplined approach to

opportunities for us to reach audiences that previously

product development with a long view

may not have received our information.”

Building a knowledge base

of success to sustain growth for de-

Daman added its newest

cades to come.

white paper, “Journey into

www.daman.com.

Initial analysis of online activity indicates the new
media tactics work. Activity on Daman’s website tripled

The company also is using an innova-

the first week after H&P posted the white paper. And the

tive form of marketing and distribution

H&P website continues to log requests for downloads

Solutions Series library.

to communicate its story. A white paper,

of the white paper.

The paper looks at how

entitled “Journey into continuous innova-

“This is a solid benchmark for Daman’s future mar-

tion. Transcending traditional markets,”

keting plans,” Sult said. “We’ll use this as a basis for

part of its R&D efforts to

looks at how the entrepreneurial atmosphere

future communications outreach.”

sustain long-term growth.

within Daman has evolved over 15 years

continuous innovation,” to
its Advanced Manufacturing

Daman is cultivating
employee leadership as

The library includes
discussions ranging from
innovative thought on how to
improve education systems
to synchronizing workflow
in a relationship-oriented

of cultivating a sophisticated culture
of continuous improvement.
"We dismantled the conventional
R&D process and applied tools from

work environment. All

our continuous improvement toolbox

are available to download

to create a product innovation envi-

in PDF formats at

ronment like no other," Larry Davis,

www.daman.com.

president, explained.
Send the message
The unconventional approach to R&D demanded
an equally distinctive way to illuminate the message
for others.
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A Slow, Painful, Illiterate Death

S

By Larry M. Davis

hould we be worried? A recent CNNmoney.com
article about Midwest companies struggling to
hire workers included a quote from me about
our hiring frustrations. I lamented that we hire
only two out of 100 applicants, on average. We
are not alone with this problem. Manufacturers across the
nation face the same frustrations.
The 1,200+ posts from this article ran approximately 90
percent negative, based on supposition and personal bias.
Sadly, the posts further
illustrated why we find
only 2 percent of our applicants qualified to hire.
We are looking for
people who want to
continue to learn and
understand the inherent
rewards in challenging
and stable work, people
with skills to seek information and communicate effectively, and those who respect
each other and the mission of the company. These traits are
within the purview of K-12 education and family values to
develop. How different would our country be if we had the
political will to develop our K-12 system and values with
the effectiveness that we achieve in the military.
With a 30 percent national dropout rate and countless illiterate graduates, we have a national crisis on our hands. Yet the
response is to adopt K-12 strategies to improve the “numbers,”
not necessarily improve the skills. Kids are now allowed to take
tests multiple times to “demonstrate proficiency.” And our state
allows “graduation waivers” to the graduating population that
are unable to demonstrate proficiency in math and reading but
attended class and received “good grades.”
Should we be worried? Without at doubt.
As always, there is more to do.

DID YOU KNOW
Continuous focus on safety
Ergonomic changes to improve workplace
safety gained recognition for Daman this
spring. The company received the Workplace
Safety Achievement Award from Accident Fund
Insurance Company of America, a Michiganbased provider of workers’ compensation insurance. The award recognized Daman’s efforts to reduce shoulder-related
injuries by installing a torque multiplier on horizontal machining centers (see
Feature on page 2).
Representatives from Accident Fund and Gibson Insurance Co., an Indiana-based insurance broker and risk management services firm, presented
the award to Daman in June.
“Daman’s continuous focus on the well-being and health of their employees is exemplary,” Ryan Lambert, Accident Fund’s WorkSafe consultant,
said. “Even though adding this tool was a large expense for Daman, their
continuous focus on their employees took precedence over cost.”
Paying forward
Another employee has added a bachelor’s degree to her credentials, thanks to an education
assistance program at Daman. Julie Alexander,
Distributor Services-Project Development,
received her industrial technology degree from
Purdue University in May. This year, four employees enrolled in area degree
programs have benefitted from the program. The assistance program, which
pays for tuition costs and books, illustrates the core of Daman’s belief in individual and company-level continuous improvement. Congratulations, Julie.
SPOTLIGHT: Breaking bread
Food – a universally understood way to show appreciation. Particularly when it’s food prepared by
executives for all of the employees. Larry Davis,
Daman president, and Dave Mischler, vice president, became grill masters for a day at the Daman
Steak Cookout in May.
The cookout gave Davis and Mischler plenty of
opportunities to say thanks to the employees for their good work. They fired
up the grills at 3 a.m. to prepare food for Daman’s 120 employees. Three
production shifts meant the barbeque chefs prepared three cookouts the day
of the event. Each cookout allowed employees time to gather, chat and take a
break from the round-the-clock production cycle.
“We don’t have traditional, scheduled break times and lunch hours,”
Krysten Shoulders, director of Human Resources, said, “so this is a good time
for a little camaraderie – and a good meal.”
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A Matter of Quality

W

hen a longtime customer recently

Where the problem lives

alerted Daman about a flaw in

"Problems can only be solved where they live" is a

a custom manifold, an internal

leading tenant of continuous improvement. Cultivating

quality team immediately started

attitude helps to engage employees and pull forward their

the review process.

best abilities. It also encourages problem-solving through

“We looked at the original drawings, how designers

and manufacturing communicated, and the tools used

continuing dialogue, support and encouragement.
Another credo in Daman's approach to

to produce the original part,” explained Matt Giloth,

quality issues recognizes

manager of Distributor Services.

that no problem is solved

Cause of the problem: human error. The construction

forever. By understanding

drawing contained an incorrect port size, even though

the good that can come

the initial schematic specified accurate information.

from continually probing,

“We updated the programming and drawings the

experimenting and rethinking

same day that we learned about the problem,” Giloth

solutions, the Daman Quality

said, “and delivered the corrected parts.”

Team maintains its true course of

Daman follows a well-defined Quality Management
System to identify solutions and resolve issues quickly.
“We ask the hard questions so good answers
emerge,” Giloth said.

continuous improvement.
“It’s part of our learning process and our relentless
focus on continuous improvement,” Giloth said.
To learn more about how we approach quality assurance and continuous improvement matters, give us a call,
800-959-7841, or send us an email, mattg@daman.com.

